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1 Introduction

An important problem with many applications is routing jobs to parallel processors with
dedicated queues to minimize job response times or delays. Often, job sizes are known
or well-estimated upon arrival, and the router can use this information to minimize
delays. If job sizes, as well as routing history, are known, then the router also knows
the current states at the servers without message passing. Somewhat surprisingly, the
problem with job-size information available is much harder than the problem without
this information, and there are very few theoretical results to provide general guidelines.
Counter-examples show that many “intuitively obvious” results are in fact not true.

2 Routing to homogeneous FCFS queues

Optimal routing to homogeneous FCFS queues has been extensively investigated for a
variety of scenarios with varying amounts of partial information. When job sizes are
unknown, depending on the state information, variants of “Join the Smallest Expected
Work” policies, such as Round-Robin (RR) [6,16,17], Join the Shortest Queue (JSQ)
[18,19], and Least Work Left (LWL), [1,4,8,15], are often optimal. On the other hand,
when we know arriving job sizes, but assume the server states are unknown, Size Inter-
val Task Assignment (SITA), in which jobs of similar size are routed to the same server,
has been shown to be optimal [7]. Multi-level SITA and RR policies, that also ignore
state information, have been explored [2,13]. We focus on FCFS queues, but note that
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Fig. 1 Optimal routing for short and long jobs to two servers (green, blue, and red correspond to routing
to queue 1, queue 2, and either queue). The axes represent the work of the two queues, with (0,0) in the
bottom-left corner.

optimal routing to queues following shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) is also
an open problem. (See [5] and [9] for preliminary results.)

In sum, we have nice optimality results for routing to FCFS queues when job sizes
are known, but we ignore server state information, or when job sizes are unknown but
we have server state information. What can we say about the optimal policy when we
know job sizes and use them to keep track of server state information? Heuristics based
on first policy iteration have been investigated [10,12,14], but there is no theory to
evaluate them.

3 What does the optimal routing policy look like and how good are heuristics?

We have investigated properties of the optimal policy for the special case of two servers
(so the only actions in a given state are LWL and MWL - Most Work Left) and a two-
point job-size distribution in discrete time. That is, in each time slot a job of size i arrives
with probability pi, i = 0,1,m. Under FCFS, the state information is s = (uS,uL,x),
where x ∈ {1,m} is the current job size, and uS ≤ uL (for Smallest and Largest) are
the ordered current backlogs (work), at the servers. A two-point job size distribution
provides a starting point for understanding more general size distributions.

Through counter-examples, we know that LWL is not optimal, even for the “short”
(size-1) jobs. For “long” (size-m) jobs, MWL is often optimal, even when the “short”
queue is idle. Indeed, “unbalancing” the workload with MWL for long jobs, and some-
times even for short jobs, may benefit enough later arriving short jobs to be optimal.

Structural results for the optimal policy seem to be equally elusive. For example,
it seems that if LWL is optimal for a short job in state (uS,uL,1), then this would also
be the case in state (uS,u′L,1), for u′L ≥ uL, but this does not necessarily hold. That is,
there is not a single threshold in uL, for fixed uS and x, that determines the optimality of
LWL, nor is LWL necessarily optimal when uL→∞. We also considered the amount of
workload imbalance, ∆ = uL− uS. Again, reasonable conjectures for structural results
based on this measure do not necessarily hold. For example, holding ∆ and x fixed, we
do not have monotonicity in terms of us in terms of when to follow LWL.

Our numerical examples show that generally, if MWL is optimal in state (uS,uL,1),
then it is also optimal in state (uS,uL,m), but, again, this is not always true. On the
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other hand, all of our examples support the conjecture of a threshold in uS, for fixed
x and uL, such that MWL is more likely to be optimal for larger values of uS. Also,
our counter-examples to simple policies being optimal are generally for “rare” states,
and the differences in the value functions for the two actions in anomalous states are
generally small, suggesting that simple heuristics may be “nearly optimal.”

We were able to show that the heuristic of LWL (MWL) for short (long) jobs in all
states is asymptotically optimal in heavy traffic. Can this be extended to more general
service time distributions, or more than two servers? Note that heuristics such as LWL
are sub-optimal in this limit even for exponential jobs. For a given heuristic, can we
determine which performance metrics it optimizes, and under what conditions? How
do we mathematically evaluate heuristics, such as first-policy-iteration, that seem to
perform well in practice? And how do we determine the value of job size information,
in terms of comparing good policies that use it to policies like JSQ or LWL?
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